
Decision 
Economics
A behaviorally informed 
framework for investment 
decision-making

In an age of commoditization, 
how will you differentiate your advice?
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When managing investments, your 
decision-making is the largest source 
of differentiation that you control. 
That’s where Decision Economics 
comes in.

Using a framework of five best 
practices, Decision Economics is 
designed to help you make better-
informed decisions that systematically 
put the odds of success in your favor.

Our research has identified five key 
Decision traps in the investment 
decision process where behavioral 
mistakes cluster and opportunities 
to deliver incremental return are 
most abundant. 
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Having conviction in your investment process is 
critical to delivering results. Without it, you’re more 
likely to engage in a trial & error approach to 
decision making, especially during periods of 
underperformance. Once you do that, the ability to 
repeat your process goes out the window as does 
your ability to separate luck from skill.

~ R. Buckminister Fuller
An American architect, Systems theorist, 

author, designer, inventor, and futurist

Issue: low conviction in process leads
to “trial and error” implementation

The best practice to avoid trial and error decision 
making is to clarify and codify your investment 
beliefs into a Philosophy statement. By defining 
and communicating your approach to managing 
wealth, you’ll increase team cohesion, deepen your 
client relationship and differentiate your approach 
from the competition.

~ Albert Einstein
Theoretical physicist, professor, lecturer, 

author Nobel prize winner in Physics
Developed theory of relativity

Solution: create an investment 
“philosophy” statement

BEST PRACTICEDECISION TRAP

Trial and error Be grounded

””
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““Whatever humans have learned had to be learned as 
a consequence of trial and error experience. 
Humans have learned only through mistakes.

If you can’t explain it simply, you don’t understand it 
well enough.



Advisors are expected to monitor virtually 
everything that may affect client portfolios—from 
world events to the daily ups and downs in the 
market. The question is whether consuming all this 
information makes us better decision-makers or 
leads us to drown in the noise and overlook data 
with signal value.

Issue: information sources distract 
more than inform

The best practice to avoid information overload is 
to manage your attention through the use of a 
dashboard of market indicators. Similar to the 
dashboard in your car, the goal is to focus on the 
information that’s most relevant to making 
consistent, data-driven decisions – removing the 
noise in the markets that can lead to emotion-
based decisions. 

~ William James
Author, Psychologist, Historian, Philosopher
Coined the “father of American psychology”

Solution: build a market dashboard 
to separate “signals” from “noise”

BEST PRACTICEDECISION TRAP

Information Overload Be focused

”

~ Herbert Simon
Nobel Prize Winner in Decision Theory

”
““What information consumes is rather obvious: it 

consumes the attention of its recipients. Hence a 
wealth of information creates a poverty of attention.
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The art of being wise is the art of knowing what to 
overlook.



Performance chasing is well documented and a 
leading cause of underperformance for investors. 
Research suggests the areas of our brain 
responsible for pattern detection play a major role. 
Despite the mantra to “buy low,” investors continue 
to overcommit capital to markets and managers 
when performance has been above trend and 
expected future returns are often lowest.

~ Michael Shermer
NY Times Best Selling Author

Columnist for Scientific American
Coined the term "patternicity" in 2008

(patternicity: the tendency to find meaningful 
patterns in meaningless noise)

Pattern-seeking

Issue: inattention to market cycles 
can lead to performance chasing

“Humans are pattern-seeking story-telling animals, 
and we are quite adept at telling stories about 
patterns, whether they exist or not.

The best practice to avoid chasing performance is 
to apply a technique called base rates to recognize 
the potential for cyclicality of the markets. The key 
to base rating is understanding your entry points 
into asset classes and managers relative to longer-
term averages - before you invest – giving an 
indication of whether to expect an above-average 
or below-average return on the capital allocation.

~ Warren Buffet
CEO of Berkshire Hathaway
Investor and philanthropist

Be disciplined

Solution: apply base rates to 
identify attractive entry points

“We don’t have to be smarter than the rest. We have 
to be more disciplined than the rest.

BEST PRACTICEDECISION TRAP

” ”
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There’s an operating assumption that groups make 
better decisions than individuals. Research has 
shown that groups have unique dynamics that may 
actually amplify the individual biases of team 
members – contributing to “groupthink” and leading 
to poor group decisions.

~ Irving Janis
Psychologist, Yale University. 

Coined the term “groupthink” in 1972

Issue: Individual and group biases 
lead to fast and ‘lazy thinking’

“The more cohesive the group, the greater the inner 
compulsion on the part of each member to avoid 
creating disunity, which inclines him to believe in the 
soundness of whatever proposals are prompted by 
the leader or by a majority of the group’s members.

The best practice to avoid lazy thinking is to imbed 
a level of skepticism  into your group deliberations. 
By structuring your investment committee 
meetings effectively, you’ll get the best thinking of 
the group on the table and avoid confusing things 
that are plausible from things that are probable. 

~ Howard Marks
American investor and author

Co-founder and Co-chairman of 
Oaktree Capital Management

“Skepticism and pessimism aren’t synonymous. 
Skepticism calls for pessimism when optimism is 
excessive. But it also calls for optimism when 
pessimism is excessive.

BEST PRACTICEDECISION TRAP

Lazy thinking Be skeptical

””

Solution: employ counter 
intuition to address “groupthink” 
and ‘lazy thinking’
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BEST PRACTICEDECISION TRAP

The performance review session is an opportunity to 
improve process and deepen relationships. Yet, most 
are conducted as “score-carding” sessions—“the 
benchmark did X and we did Y”. When the focus is on 
the numbers and not the decisions that generated 
them, it’s difficult to separate luck from skill.

~ Elizabeth Loftus 
American cognitive psychologist 

and expert on human memory 

Issue: poor recall leads to a focus 
on ‘score carding’

“People’s memories are not only the sum of all that 
they have done, but there is more to them: The 
memories are also the sum of what they have thought, 
what they have been told, what they believe.

The best practice to avoid a focus on score-carding 
is to build an effective feedback loop that promotes 
learning and process improvement. Critical to this 
process is the ability to recreate the environment 
when decisions were made and capturing the 
rational for decisions. Without both, it’s impossible 
to link outcomes back to process.

~ Elon Musk
Founder, CEO, CTO, SpaceX

CEO, Product Architect, Tesla
Founder, The Boring Company

Co-founder, Neuralink and OpenAI

Solution: design a feedback loop 
to promote learning & process 
improvement

“I think it’s very important to have a feedback loop, 
where you're constantly thinking about what you’ve 
done and how you could be doing it better.

Recall Be thorough

”
”
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To invest successfully over a lifetime does 
not require a stratospheric IQ, unusual 
business insights, or inside information. 
What’s needed is a sound intellectual 
framework for making decisions and the 
ability to keep emotions from corroding 
that framework.

~Warren Buffett
Preface to The Intelligent Investor

“
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